Abstract-In this paper, we present a Java-based software architecture for real-time visualization that utilizes a cluster of conventional PCs to generate high-quality interactive graphics. Normally, a large multiprocessor computer would be needed for interactive visualization tasks requiring more processing power than a single PC can provide. By using clusters of PCs, enormous cost savings can be realized, and proprietary "high-end" hardware is no longer necessary for these tasks. Our architecture minimizes the amount of synchronization needed between PCs, resulting in excellent scalability. It provides a modular framework that can accommodate a wide variety of rendering algorithms and data formats, provided that the rendering algorithms can generate pixels individually and the data is duplicated on each PC. Demonstration modules that implement ray tracing, fractal rendering, and volume rendering algorithms were developed to evaluate the architecture. Results are encouraging-using 15 PCs connected to a standard 100 Megabit/s Ethernet network, the system can interactively render simple to moderately complex data sets at modest resolution. Excellent scalability is achieved; however, our tests were limited to a cluster of 15 PCs. Results also demonstrate that Java is a viable platform for real-time distributed visualization.
D ESPITE large advances in computer technology, some types of visualization and rendering techniques (such as ray tracing [6] ) are still too slow to be used for real-time applications on desktop computers. These techniques are desirable as they produce imagery of superior quality and realism, making them useful for a range of applications from medical visualization to architectural walkthroughs.
Fortunately, visualization/rendering is a problem that lends itself very well to parallel processing [5] . By using large multiprocessor computers, techniques such as realtime ray tracing are feasible. Parker et al. have developed a real-time ray tracing system that was demonstrated on a 60-CPU Silicon Graphics Origin 2000 [17] . Their system performs well enough to be useful for many applications -one of their examples is a visualization tool for CT Scan data sets [18] , [19] .
Realistically, few organizations have easy access to equipment more advanced than desktop computers and small single or dual-processor servers. (For brevity, these types of computers will be collectively termed "PCs.") It is possible to combine the processing power of multiple PCs to efficiently solve certain types of problems at a fraction of the cost of multiprocessor systems. These problems must not require a high degree of inter-PC communication and must tolerate communication latencies in the millisecond to hundreds of milliseconds range. Combining PCs in this manner is often called clustering or distributed computing [4] .
For example, a Sun Microsystems Enterprise 6500 system with 24 UltraSPARC CPUs has a list price of over 10 times that of a cluster of 12 dual-CPU rackmount Pentium-III based PCs. The PCs fit in the same physical space as the Enterprise 6500 and offer similar total computational power. The Enterprise can solve a wider range of problems, however, as it has a much higher memory capacity than the PCs, larger storage capacity, and higher-bandwidth connections between processors.
In this paper, we describe the Distributed Visualization System (DVS), a Java-based software architecture for realtime distributed or cluster-based visualization. DVS is an extensible, object-oriented system that accommodates a variety of rendering algorithms and data sets. There are a few restrictions-rendering algorithms must be able to compute each pixel independently of the others, and a complete copy of the data set is contained in the memory of each PC.
To improve scalability, DVS minimizes the amount of synchronization between cluster nodes. Rendering PCs only synchronize with a central "control" PC and do not communicate with each other.
A frameless rendering algorithm is incorporated to ensure smooth motion regardless of rendering performance. The frameless rendering algorithm also hides visual artifacts introduced by the lack of synchronization between rendering nodes.
An interactive fractal generator, ray tracer, and medical visualization program were developed to evaluate important aspects of DVS-scalability, network bandwidth usage, and rendering latency. Our tests show that DVS exhibits excellent scalability with small to medium-sized clusters, with the primary limitation being network bandwidth between the rendering PCs and the control/display PC.
RELATED WORK
Until recently, clusters haven't been used for real-time rendering. Clusters have been primarily used as "render farms" that operate in a non-real-time, batch mode to generate frames for prerecorded animation sequences. An example is Muus' remrt network distributed ray tracer [13] .
Wylie et al. [25] have demonstrated a system that uses off-the-shelf PCs and graphics cards to provide rendering performance of up to 300 million polygons per second. A cluster of 64 PCs was used, interconnected with Fast Ethernet and Servernet-II networks. The Servernet-II network provided 95Mbps bandwidth for pixel data, while the Fast Ethernet network was used for administering the cluster. Each PC in the cluster was equipped with a standard NVIDIA Geforce 256-based graphics card.
A sort-last rendering technique was used-each PC scanconverted a subset of the geometry and then sent the contents of its frame buffer to a central machine which performed compositing and display. Compositing of frame buffers from multiple PCs was possible because the depth information (z-buffer) was sent along with the pixel data. Compositing incurred significant overhead-it required 180ms for each frame, limiting the frame rate to 5Hz.
The DDDDRRaW toolkit [15] used a similar technique for real-time distributed rendering. DDDDRRaW is unique because it used Image Layer Decomposition (ILD) to partition the geometry among the computing nodes. ILD partitions the geometry in such a way that rendered pixels from different PCs don't overlap; hence, the compositing step is simplified and depth information no longer needs to be transmitted over the network. The trade off is that ILD requires significant preprocessing of the polygon data.
PC clusters have also been used for real-time ray tracing. Wald et al. [23] , [24] have developed a cluster-based ray tracer that could render a 50-million triangle model at 640 x 480 pixel resolution at 3.4 frames per second. Their system was fully software-based and required only seven dualprocessor Pentium-III PCs connected to Fast and Gigabit Ethernet to achieve this level of performance. Their cluster utilized seven PCs for rendering, one PC for control and display, and another for geometry storage and distribution. To reduce memory requirements for the rendering nodes, a caching scheme was utilized where geometry was sent to the rendering nodes on demand and only a portion of the model was resident in memory at once. The performance matched or exceeded the performance of modern high-end polygon-rendering hardware for the models tested.
Another system, Sepia-2 [9] , utilized a combination of a high-speed ServerNet-2 network, PCs with VolumePro 500 video cards, and custom FPGA hardware to perform realtime volume rendering. The VolumePro 500 is a commercially available video card that implements ray casting/ray tracing in hardware to directly render 3D volume data without needing to convert the volume into a polygon mesh. Similar to the other distributed renderers, Sepia-2 used a cluster of PCs connected to a central control/display PC. The volume data was partitioned among the rendering PCs and the resulting pixels were composited to form the display. The ServerNet-2 network provided more than 180MB per second of bandwidth for pixel data. Sepia-2's custom FPGAs performed the high-speed compositing of pixel data streams, offloading the work from the display PC. This combination of hardware resulted in 24 to 28 frames per second at 1,024 x 1,024 resolution when visualizing a 512 x 512 x 512 volume.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
DVS is an object-oriented design that implements the basic functionality needed for real-time distributed rendering, but not the actual rendering algorithms. An application programmer implements a complete visualization system by providing implementations for abstract base classes. DVS is a fully Java-based software system-it does not use any platform-specific code. It conforms to the Java 2 standard, allowing it to run on any Java Virtual Machine of version 1.2 or greater.
The popular Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [1] or Message Passing Interface (MPI) [16] software packages were available to us, but we decided against using them. We wanted a cross-platform system that could automatically upload code modules to servers at runtime. PVM and MPI are unable to transfer program code over the network at runtime, and code needs to be separately compiled for each operating system/CPU combination. HARNESS [12] , a Java-based package developed by some of PVM's authors, supports these features, but it was still under development when DVS was constructed. Additionally, PVM, MPI, and HARNESS are general-purpose distributed computing architectures. We wanted to achieve maximum performance for distributed rendering, so we decided to develop a customized system from scratch. Despite being scratchbuilt, DVS consists of only 3,600 lines of Java source code (not including the demonstration programs).
DVS' architecture is relatively straightforward (Fig. 1 ). Each PC in the cluster is responsible for producing pixels for a small part of the display. These pixels are sent via the network to a central PC that collects the pixels and displays them. Each PC has its own copy of the scene or data set (the data that is being visualized) being rendered, and this copy is updated at regular intervals by commands broadcast from the central machine. DVS consists of two major software components: a client and a rendering server. The client is run on the user's (local) PC, while a rendering server is run on each (remote) PC being utilized for generation of pixels. The client is responsible for the user interface, display, and control of the system. Commands are sent from the client to the rendering servers, and pixels are sent from the rendering servers back to the client.
Conceptually, a cluster of hosts running DVS is a starshaped network. The client is in the "center" and the servers communicate only with the client. There is no interserver communication. There are no constraints on the topology of the physical network connecting the computers, but a local switched Ethernet system is preferred. The star-shaped topology is highly reliable, allowing the system to easily recover if servers crash or network links fail. One drawback is that DVS relies on the correct operation of the client-if the client fails, the rendering servers can't continue operation. The star topology also minimizes latency as commands and pixels are sent directly between the client and servers.
Both client and rendering server are Java applications, not Web browser-hosted applets. Java applications have free access to the underlying system's resources, and do not run in a restricted security "sandbox" like applets. The DVS server is packaged as a single compressed Java Archive (JAR) file that is only 17 kilobytes in size. A script is used to invoke the server and to ensure that the server restarts properly if it unexpectedly terminates.
Only the server JAR file and the script need to be installed on rendering PCs, making for simple installation and updates of the DVS server. The application programmer's custom Java classes are automatically distributed at runtime to the rendering servers as required, using Java's ability to transfer bytecode classes over a network via a class loader [7] .
A simple password authentication scheme controls client access to the rendering servers. The client must present a correct password to a rendering server immediately after connecting, or the connection will be terminated. A rendering server's password is specified as a commandline parameter when the server is initially started. The client may specify a different password for each rendering server, if necessary.
DVS does not define a data set, nor does it define a rendering technique to display the data set. Rather, it defines abstract Renderer and Data set classes. This lets the application programmer define his own customized Renderer and Data set classes to best solve the problem at hand. For example, someone creating an architectural walkthrough application could define a "Building" data set that is rendered with a "Raytracer" renderer. A programmer interested in real-time 2D fractals could create a "Mandelbrot" data set with an appropriate 2D "Fractal" renderer. DVS can utilize any rendering algorithm that can generate pixels individually and in arbitrary order.
At least one Renderer object is created on each server PC-typically, one for each CPU. The renderer objects share a common data set (read-only), but do not communicate with each other. This permits the use of larger multiprocessor computers, if available. DVS maintains both master (on the client) and remote (on the servers) copies of the data set. To alter the data set (for example, to move a geometric object in a 3D environment to a different location), the user's client calls methods on the master copy. These methods then send a serialized command stream to the remote data sets via the network. The remote data sets receive the command stream and update themselves to match the master data set. The format of the command stream is programmer-defined.
The client typically updates the master data set every 50ms, but this is adjustable. The actual time between updates varies by a few milliseconds because the client is likely running on a preemptively-multitasking operating system and is subject to scheduling, and also due to limited system timer resolution. Updating the data set every 50ms translates into 20 frames per second of motion, which is smooth enough for applications not requiring fast motion (for example, a virtual-reality architectural walkthrough but not a 3D racing simulator.) Client/server communication is shown in Fig. 2 . Every 50ms, the client's master copy of the data set is updated based on user input. The changes are then transmitted to each of the servers in a round-robin fashion. Servers render continuously, and only interrupt rendering to process commands received from the client. The servers do not care about the length of time between updates and do not use any timers. The client receives pixels continuously, as a separate thread is responsible for the display.
Unlike other parallel rendering systems (such as Parker et al.'s real-time parallel ray tracer), compute nodes or PCs performing rendering in DVS do not need to synchronize with each other. Previously, this synchronization was necessary because of the shared-memory parallel computing environment being used-all CPUs would need to suspend rendering before the shared data set could be updated. The more CPUs that needed to be synchronized, the more time was needed to perform the synchronization, hence efficiency dropped as CPUs were added. Additionally, memory bus contention decreased efficiency as CPUs competed for access to memory.
In DVS, each server has its own copy of the data set, and synchronization of servers with one another is unnecessary.
(Multiple CPUs within a single PC must still synchronize with each other.) Lack of server synchronization can result in distortion of the output. For example, Server 1 and Server 3 in Fig. 2 are computing pixels from different versions of the data set near the beginning of the 50ms-100ms interval. Having pixels based on two different versions of the data set on the screen simultaneously ("data set overlap") results in minor distortion of moving objects in the image-but temporal filtering or blending of new pixels into the image reduces this problem.
DVS utilizes a frameless rendering technique [2] , [20] . In a traditional frame-based system, all of the pixels in the image are computed between data set updates. If computing all of the pixels takes too long, motion becomes choppy because the data set isn't updated often enough. In a frameless system, the data set is updated at regular intervals regardless of the number of pixels actually computed in the time interval. This ensures smooth motion of objects in the image regardless of the rendering speed. The trade off is that moving objects will appear distorted (Fig. 3) in the image if the renderers are not able to compute all pixels in the image between data set updates. Parker et al. also utilized frameless rendering to mitigate slow rendering speed in their real-time ray tracer.
To reduce frameless rendering and data set overlap distortion, pixels are blended into the image over a 200ms period when received by the client. The blending results in a smooth "motion blur" effect that virtually eliminates data set overlap distortion and gives the frameless rendering distortion a smoother appearance. It is important to note that, if all pixels within the image are computed within the 50ms interval, the frameless rendering distortion will disappear. However, the data set overlap distortion will not-but this distortion is far less severe and is hidden well by the blending.
One problem with the frameless rendering technique used in DVS is that pixels must be rendered in pseudorandom order and, thus, pixels coming from the servers are difficult to compress. The current DVS implementation does not compress the pixels and, hence, is bandwidth-hungry.
DVS incorporates a progressive anti-aliasing scheme to improve the quality of the rendered output. If all pixels have been rendered since the last data set update, the renderers can progressively anti-alias the image by computing additional samples and combining them with the existing samples for those pixels. This means that the display will be anti-aliased if sufficient CPU power is available to render all pixels in less than one interval (50ms), or there are no changes to the data set (no motion) for several intervals. Hence, even on slower hardware, the image will sharpen if the motion is momentarily paused. The anti-aliased pixels are transmitted to the client in the same manner as the non-anti-aliased pixels.
A distributed system like DVS must handle network errors, such as the occasional loss of transmitted data. DVS tolerates the occasional loss of pixels during transmission over the network, but not the loss of commands. Commands are sent from client to servers using the standard Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), which virtually guarantees complete, in-order delivery of commands. Pixels are sent from servers to client using Universal Datagram Protocol (UDP) datagrams, for which complete, in-order delivery is not guaranteed. However, UDP has lower overhead than TCP so it is more efficient for moving large amounts of high-bandwidth data (like pixels). Losing a few pixels does not have an adverse effect on the system except for minor visual glitches.
The PCs in the cluster may vary in performance and configuration, so load balancing is an issue. The client monitors the number of pixels received from each of the servers and can reassign pixels to different servers to balance the workload. Load balancing occurs once per second and completes in one 50ms interval. Since load balancing occurs once per second, DVS can effectively compensate for sudden changes in server performance-for instance, if another process becomes active and consumes a large portion of a server's CPU.
To balance the load, the ratio of total pixels received per second to total pixels assigned is computed (the "average" ratio). Ratios are then computed for individual servers. Servers whose ratio is lower than the average have been assigned too many pixels, and the client removes some pixels from those servers' work queues. These pixels are then reassigned to servers whose ratios are higher than the average, as these servers have been assigned too few pixels to render. It is possible to directly compute the number of pixels to add/remove from each server to make their individual ratios as close as possible to the average ratio.
A real-time statistics window displays performance statistics (Fig. 4) . The window displays bandwidth statistics for data sent and received, as well as statistics for individual servers. Server statistics consist of the number of pixels assigned, the number of pixels rendered per second, a percentage indicating load balance (load is balanced if all percentages are equal), and the maximum age or latency (in milliseconds) of the pixels received from the server.
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS
Several interactive programs were written to demonstrate DVS and evaluate its performance-Mandelbrot, Pick, Temple, and CT Scan.
Mandelbrot
The Mandelbrot demo (Fig. 5 ) plots a two-dimensional Mandelbrot set fractal [11] . The Mandelbrot set is a plot of the complex valued function z n ¼ z nÀ1 2 À c, where values of z and c are complex numbers of the form a + bi and i is the square root of -1. The user is able to zoom in/out and pan around the Mandelbrot set. Magnification up to several trillion times is possible, as the fractal contains infinite detail and zooming is limited only by the precision of the numbers used for the calculations (double precision is used).
Pick
The Pick demo (Fig. 5 ) uses ray tracing to display a simple scene consisting of two spheres, a planar floor, and a planar wall. The user is able to change the surface types for each of the objects by clicking on them with the mouse. The user can also move the viewpoint to "fly" through the scene.
Temple
The Temple demo (Fig. 5 ) uses ray tracing to display an outdoor temple-like structure with 80 objects and four light sources. Like "Pick," the user is able to fly through the scene. Several reflective spheres are animated-they orbit a central glass sphere. Due to the scene's relative complexity, this demo requires much more processing power than the Pick demo, but does not have the large memory footprint of the CT Scan demo.
CT Scan
The CT Scan demo (Fig. 6 ) uses ray tracing to display a volume data set containing a CT Scanned human head [22] . The ray tracing algorithm used is similar to that described in [18] . The CT Scan's volume data can be thought of as a tissue density map. Rays are cast through the volume (direct volume rendering), which consists of density or sample values evenly spaced on a 3D grid. The direct volume rendering technique eliminates the need to convert the volume into a polygon mesh before rendering, such as with the Marching Cubes algorithm [10] . This reduces memory requirements and improves interactivity as there is no polygon mesh to recompute when viewing parameters are changed.
The size of the volume data is 256 x 256 x 113 16-bit samples, for a total size of 14.8MB. This volume data set is automatically uploaded to each of the rendering servers when the demo is started, after being read from a file on the client's disk. Uploading the data takes approximately two seconds for each server if a 100Mbps switched Ethernet network is used.
The demo displays the volume in three different modes. The first mode is Isosurface mode (Figs. 6a and 6b ) that displays a surface representing the locus of a density value specified by the user. This surface is fully shaded and may be self-shadowing. The second mode is Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) mode (Fig. 6c) , which displays the maximum density value encountered by a ray passing through the volume. The third mode is X-Ray mode (Fig. 6d) , which simulates an X-Ray by accumulating the density along each ray passing through the volume. This is similar to the compositing approach to ray-cast volume rendering, where the color and opacity of each voxel hit by the ray are combined to simulate transparency. The user may interact with the volume by rotating it with the mouse or by clipping away sections to see internal structures. For rotation of the volume, the Arcball interface [21] was implemented as it provides a simple and intuitive interface. Clipping of the volume (Fig. 6b) can be performed by dragging sliders with the mouse in a separate control panel window. Changing clipping settings is virtually instantaneous, as it only requires updating the coefficients of the clipping plane's equation.
RESULTS
The three most important characteristics of DVS that can be quantitatively measured are scalability, network bandwidth usage, and overall latency (also referred to as pixel age). Pixel age is defined as the time difference between the beginning of the client's master data set update and the time that new pixels based on the updated data set are received from the servers.
To measure these characteristics, DVS incorporates a logging facility that records the amount of data received/ transmitted during every 50ms interval on the client. DVS also records the maximum age of the pixels received for each interval. This information is buffered in memory and then output to a log file when the system shuts down.
From the log file, performance statistics were computed. Typically, a 30-second interval of log data was used to compute the statistics. This minimized the error due to random events such as competing network traffic or operating system maintenance tasks briefly activating that may have skewed results for a few seconds. The viewpoint and objects within the data sets were not altered during the 30-second interval so that consistent, reproducible results could be generated. An exception is the rotating spheres in the Temple demo, but the location of the spheres didn't have a noticeable effect on the statistics. For the testing, 15 PCs were used as rendering servers, not including the client PC. It is possible to use more than 15 server PCs, but only 15 could be configured for testing at this time. These PCs ran a mix of Windows 98/NT/2000 and Red Hat Linux version 6.2 operating systems. They ranged from a Pentium-II 266MHz to a dual-processor Pentium-III 733MHz. The average PC tested was a singleprocessor 600MHz Pentium-III. IBM's Java 1.3 Development Kits (JDKs) were installed on the servers as testing had shown that these offered the best performance and reliability for this application. The PCs were all connected to a 100Mbps Ethernet switch on a private LAN. Testing was performed when no one else was using the PCs and other network traffic was minimal.
Issues Encountered
Some performance issues were encountered with the client program. The Java 1.3 AWT (Abstract Windowing Toolkit) image classes did not perform well when copying image data to the display. Copying a 512 x 512 pixel, 32-bit color image to the display 20 times per second consumed 70 percent of the CPU on a 600 MHz Pentium-III under Linux. CPU usage was similar with Windows 2000, so this was not an operating system issue. It is possible to use much faster "native" code to replace the slower Java libraries, at the expense of portability. Inspection of the publicly available portion of the Java source code revealed that copying images to the screen with Java is a multistage process, not a simple memory copy operation-hence, the slower performance. Fortunately, Java 2 Standard Edition version 1.4 promises better 2D performance and will likely be available by the end of 2001.
One problem that was encountered only on the Linux platform was the loss of incoming pixels when the incoming bandwidth exceeded roughly 50Mbps. Increasing the network receive buffer's size in the client code to a large value (several megabytes) did not improve the situation. The client did not exhibit this problem when run under Windows NT/2000.
Performance measurements were made using Linux, as Java's timer uses the host operating system's system timer and Windows 98/NT/2000 do not offer adequate system timer resolution for making accurate measurements. Linux and other Unix-like operating systems typically provide 1ms timer resolution, while Windows NT/2000 offers only 10ms resolution. Despite this, the client runs properly on Windows NT/2000 and performance is similar to one running under Linux. The client runs poorly under Windows 95/98/ME, as those operating systems only provide 55ms timer resolution. However, the server runs acceptably well on all platforms tested as it doesn't use the timer.
When running, occasionally a few pixels appear that do not update as quickly as the others. These are quite noticeable and show up as "specks" in the image, especially when there is a lot of motion. This is primarily due to sudden, brief variations in server performance due to competition with other running processes that periodically steal CPU cycles, such as operating system maintenance tasks. The forthcoming "Real Time" extensions to Java [3] promise to address this problem by giving the programmer more control over operating system scheduling of Java threads.
Scalability
Scalability was tested by measuring the pixel production rates of each server individually with no other servers running (Table 1) and then by measuring the pixel production rate of multiple servers combined ( Table 2) . The "ideal" values (obtained by summing the individual servers' results) were compared to the combined results from 5, 10, and 15 servers. Scalability in DVS is primarily limited by network bandwidth and the client's ability to process and display the received pixels quickly enough. As long as sufficient network bandwidth and client CPU power is available, the system will scale in a linear fashion. The client's ability to keep the servers' data sets updated is also important. If the client requires more than 50ms to transmit updates to all of the servers (Fig. 2) pixel production rates will continue to scale, but the smoothness of motion will degrade as the rendering interval will exceed 50ms.
For the Mandelbrot, CT Scan, and Temple demos, scalability is virtually linear ( Table 2 ). The fact that the measured results slightly exceed the ideal results for two cases confirm that a small amount of measurement error is present (roughly 2 percent).
For the Pick demo, scalability is degraded by 9 percent when 15 servers are used. However, results for 5 and 10 servers do not show significant degradation. This may be due to the high amount of stress on the network when using 15 servers for this test, as bandwidth exceeded 53Mbit/s. Also, as mentioned earlier, the client was experiencing packet loss above 50Mbit/s, so the validity of this result is questionable (lost pixels aren't counted).
In conclusion, excellent scalability is achievable with up to 15 PCs, provided the network usage is below 50Mbit/s (50 percent) capacity. It is not yet known how the system will scale with more than 15 PCs due to lack of available PCs at the time of testing. Scalability with network utilization above 50Mbit/s is not known as the cause of the packet loss has not been determined.
Bandwidth
Bandwidth was measured for all four demos, with 5, 10, and 15 PCs as servers. Both incoming (pixels) and outgoing bandwidth (commands) were measured. Bandwidth was computed by averaging the number of bytes received/ transmitted by the client over a 30 second period.
Although pixels are transmitted in uncompressed form to the client, bandwidth remained low (roughly 8-12 Mbps) for the Mandelbrot, CT Scan, and Temple demos. Dividing the bandwidth by the number of pixels received per second reveals that each 24-bit pixel requires 25-26 bits when overhead is included. Only the Pick demo was able to stress the network-exceeding 50 Mbit/s of incoming data.
Performance seen by the user depends primarily on the display size and the number of pixels received from the servers per second, assuming latency (Section 5.4) is sufficiently low. To avoid frameless rendering artifacts, each pixel in the image should be updated every 50ms, or 20 times per second. (Recall that the data set is typically updated 20 times per second.) For a display size of 256 x 256 pixels (65,536 pixels), this would require (65,536 pixels * 26 bits/pixel * 20/s) = 34 Mbit/s, well within the 100Mbit/s of available bandwidth. However, a full-screen display of 1,024 x 768 pixels (786,432 pixels) would require much more: (786,432 pixels * 26 bits/pixel * 20/s) = 409 Mbit/s. If the servers were only producing 50Mbit/s of pixel data, 400ms would be needed to update all pixels in the display. Hence, the frameless rendering artifacts would resemble the "motion blur" effect seen when conventional photographs are taken with a 400ms exposure time.
Total bandwidth from client to servers was very low for all three demos, on the order of a fraction of a megabit. The command sequences that update the data sets are very short, consisting only of binary commands such as "move camera," "move object," or "change isosurface value." A highly dynamic scene with hundreds of moving objects would require the client to send much more data to the servers. This remains to be investigated.
In conclusion, the bandwidth offered by a 100Mbit/s switched Ethernet network is sufficient to operate the system provided the display size is small (256 x 256 pixels) and the data set is not highly dynamic.
Latency
To measure maximum latency or pixel age, maximum pixel age for each interval was recorded over a period of 30s. A histogram of the maximum age values was computed (Fig. 7) . The CT Scan demo was used for these measurements.
The ideal maximum pixel age is the same as the interval length, assuming there are no delays in the system and pixels are produced continuously. This is because the data sets are updated once per interval, so the instant before a data set is updated, any pixels produced based on it will have an age the same as the interval length.
We chose maximum pixel age as a metric rather than average pixel age because the oldest/highest latency pixels will be the most bothersome to the user. Average pixel age will be approximately half the maximum pixel age, as pixels are transmitted continuously from the servers to the client between data set updates.
DVS is not limited to using 50ms intervals-testing was also performed with 16.7ms (60 updates/sec or ups), 25ms (40 updates/sec), and 100ms (10 updates/sec) intervals. Results shown are for all servers combined. Analysis of results from individual servers showed that they did not differ substantially from each other or from the combined results.
Examining the graph reveals that very few pixels have age that exceed the ideal maximum age by more than 30ms. This extra 30ms is largely a combination of network latency, buffering, and thread switching on the servers. It is interesting to note that the age distribution for 60 updates/ sec is much narrower than the other distributions. Additionally, the distribution for 20 updates/sec has two distinct peaks, while the other distributions have one large peak. These differences likely result from a combination of thread scheduling and network buffering.
From a user's perspective, latency wasn't noticeable when running the demo applications, except when updating the data set at 10Hz where there was a very slight delay between user input and display response.
In conclusion, maximum pixel age or latency is typically no more than 30ms greater than the ideal value (the period between data set updates). Latency decreases predictably when the number of data set updates per second is increased, up to 60 updates per second. Updating the data set more often than 60 times per second would not improve the perceived smoothness of motion significantly due to limitations of the human visual system and of the video display.
OPTIMIZATIONS
In its current version, DVS implements fairly simple and straightforward algorithms. Hence, there is room for optimization.
Bandwidth usage from servers to client can be reduced. The frameless rendering technique makes compression difficult because pixels are rendered in pseudorandom order-pixels adjacent to one another in the data stream are not adjacent to each other in the image. However, a server repeatedly renders the same pixels (except when some get shuffled during load balancing). The server could reduce bandwidth by keeping track of the rendered pixels and only sending those that have visibly changed to the client.
Bandwidth usage from client to servers can be reduced. Multicasting can be used to distribute data set updates to all servers simultaneously, instead of the round-robin fashion currently used. This would reduce client to servers bandwidth by an order of magnitude for a cluster of 10 servers, allowing for more dynamic data sets. Multicasting would also eliminate "data set overlap" distortion, as all servers would have their data sets updated at the same time. Multicasting raises reliability and error-recovery issues, however.
The servers' processing power can be more effectively utilized by focusing computation on areas of the display that are changing. This could significantly reduce frameless rendering distortion in many data sets where only a small portion of the display visibly changes between updates.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Parallel real-time rendering on a cluster of computers using Java performs well enough for simple visualization tasks on today's hardware. Experimental results are encouraging, but current computer and networking technologies are inadequate for high-resolution, full-screen applications. However, as faster processor and network technologies appear, the DVS system will become useful for a wider range of applications. Current limitations of Java restrict DVS' performance somewhat, but upcoming versions of Java promise to address some of these problems.
Although DVS is a fully functional prototype, there are several aspects of DVS that could be greatly improved, and some unanswered questions.
. How well does the technology scale beyond 15 PCs and 50 percent network utilization? . Could the system be extended to support collaborative visualization where there are multiple clients, each altering part of a shared data set? . Is it feasible to deploy this technology on the Internet to provide remote real-time visualization facilities? For example, the visualization client could be a Java applet embedded in a Web page. . What kind of optimizations will yield the best performance increases? and the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) (http://www.nserc.ca) for their support of this research.
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